Their point is that the inconsistency of the traditional CAPM could arise because systematic skewness is not considered. If systematic skewness is important to investors and is priced, then this suggests that risk for real estate should recognize both beta and systematic skewness.
Skewness in the context of a return distribution means that a higher probability exists that returns are either higher or lower than the mode or most likely value. If more returns are observed above (below) the most likely value than below (above), then the return distribution is said to exhibit positive (negative) skewness. According to financial theory, investors should prefer assets having a larger probability of very large payoffs: for example, assets with positive skewness ceteris paribus with investors only paying for that portion of skewness which is nondiversifiable. Prior evidence exists in the literature that real estate returns are not normally distributed.
1 For example, McCue (1984, p. 90) observes that his quarterly data are … not from a normal distribution. The holding period return's skewness coefficient is far in excess of the value that is consistent with a normal distribution. In addition to being large, the skewness coefficient of the holding period return is positive... Even the annual data, which is less influenced by the appraisal patterns maintains skewness...coefficients that are not consistent with normally distributed data."
McCue further notes that this positive skewness remains even in a large real estate portfolio, which implies that skewness has not been diversified away. However, the skewness in real estate returns which McCue examines is total skewness with no adjustment made for smoothing. In equilibrium, only the nondiversifiable portion of this skewness known as systematic skewness matters.
The current study investigates whether the recognition of systematic skewness can offer an alternative perspective as to why the risk-adjusted returns on real etate should be similar to that for stocks after a correction is made for smoothing in appraisal-based returns and a more complete market proxy is used. The hypothesis advanced is that the risk-return relationship for real estate will appear to be incongruous relative to that for other assets if asset returns are only adjuted for systematic risk but not for systematic skewness. This is based on the premise in finance that investors demand more compensation to hold a portfolio having a higher variance ceteris paribus, but they are satisfied with a lower mean return on a portfolio having a higher positive (or less negative) systematic skewness, all other things equal. Therefore, it follows that if investors have a choice between a real estate portfolio and a portfolio of stocks and the former portfolio has a greater positive skewness relative to the latter portfolio, then investors will demand lower excess return on the real estate portfolio on average compared to the stock portfolio after adjusting for the variance risks of the respective portfolios. The point is that positive (or less negative) systematic skewness is desirable to investors while variance is undesirable.
The study finds that the Kraus-Litzenberger model provides some additional insight into real estate pricing. The Kraus-Litzenberger version of the CAPM is consistent with the return data for the asset classes examined. Besides this, not only is the sign of the skewness parameter negative but also the average systematic co-skewness value for real estate is less negative than that for stocks in general. This evidence supports the proposition that commercial real estate outperforms common stocks because the mean excess returns are adjusted only for systematic covariance (beta) but not for systematic skewness. This further suggests that the measurement of real estate risk should incorporate both systematic skewness and beta, and raises the possibility that systematic skewness might also influence the portfolio allocation decision. However, the return data also support both the zero beta CAPM and the zero beta form of the consumption-oriented CAPM. This is not unexpected since the three-moment CAPM represents an alternative explanation to the zero beta construct with its riskless surrogate portfolio which is uncorrelated to the market proxy. The study finds that these results are invariant to the market proxy chosen in general which is consistent with the findings of Stambaugh (1982) .
The remainder of the article proceeds as follows. Section 2 develops a multivariate test for the Kraus-Litzenberger model; section 3 describes the data sources used in this study. Three market proxies are also employed to ascertain if systematic skewness is sensitive to the market proxy chosen given the criticisms of Roll (1977) and the findings of Stambaugh (1982) . Section 4 reports the test results of the K-L CAPM and compares these results to several alternative twomoment versions of the CAPM; section 5 concludes the study.
Developing a hypothesis and a multivariate test of the K-L CAPM
This article tests the proposition that the risk-return tradeoff for commercial real estate is similar to that for common stocks if excess returns are adjuted not only for systematic covariance but also for systematic co-skewness. The rationale is that the recognition of systematic co-skewness (if significant) would result in a downward adjustment in real estate returns relative to returns on stocks if real estate returns have a higher positive (or less negative) systematic co-skewness with the market relative to returns on stocks. To test this hypothesis, the current study uses the following quadratic index model: Barone-Adesi (1985) has used this quadratic specification to reduce the severity of errors-invariables and multicollinearity associated with past tests of the K-L CAPM.
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The quadratic market model in equation (1) is a model for the return-generating process but it is not an equilibrium model. To relate this model to an equilibrium model, the following specification which is consistent with the K-L three-moment CAPM is used to derive a constraint on the intercept of the quadratic index model: 3 where and � is unity plus the rate of return on the riskless asset and the expected rate of return on the ith risky asset, respectively; = / is the beta of the ith risky asset,
is the systematic skewness of the ith risky asset, b i is the market price of systematic risk, and b 3 is the market price of systematic skewness. Alternatively, b i is the marginal rate of substitution (MRS) of the expected return for risk, while b 3 is the MRS between expected return and skewness. The constraint that the K-L model in equation (2) imposes on the intercept of the quadratic index model in equation (1) is The complete derivation of this nonlinear restriction which the Kraus-Litzenberger threemoment CAPM places on a system of N regression equations is given in Appendix C. Substitution of this nonlinear restriction into equation (1) The formal hypothesis tested, therefore, whether the K-L CAPM is consistent with the data, is Support for the null hypothesis suggests that the K-L model is consistent with the data. We also test whether the systematic skewness parameter b 3 is negative (b 3 < 0) and significant since this hypothesis does not test whether systematic skewness is priced. K-L show that when equation (2) is the correct model, b 3 < 0 under the assumption of decreasing absolute risk aversion. Furthermore, the avrage systematic co-skewness values, , for real estate returns must be higher (more positive or less negative) relative to stock returns for our proposition to be supported.
The specification given in equation (2) assumes that the return on the market is normally distributed ( = ) which in turn implies that the multicollinearity between risk ( ) and skewness ( ,) is reduced. 5 Another advantage is that the issue raised by Sears and Wei (1985) concerning incorrect conclusions on the sign of the skewness parameter when the market risk premium is negative is obviated.
In the actual test of equation (2), the variance of the return on the market proxy in the nonlinear restriction is estimated in advance and is set to a control variable in the estimation process. In addition to this, since sample statistics rather than population parameters are used in the estimation process and the sample kurtosis is the actual nonlinear restriction tested given T = 44 is = ( − ) where , is the sample estimate of and the number 238 is derived from 5 This follows from the proof in Appendix C which shows that = and = given the assumption that the market return is normally distributed. On the other hand, multicollinearity is a problem when a nonsymmetrical distribution characterizes market returns, since in this case, a scalar differentiates and , that is, = + ( ) and = + �( − )/ �. 6 Sears and Wei point out that the market risk premium [ -] and an elasticity coefficient are embedded in both the risk premium for risk ( ) and the risk premium for skewness ( ) when the rate of return on the market portfolio is asymmetrically distributed
The three-moment K-L CAPM is tested against several alternative two-moment versions of the CAPM to see whether the three-moment CAPM provides an additional insight into the measurement of real estate risk to make the loss of parsimony worthwhile. The alternative two-moment versions of the CAPM tested include the traditional CAPM, the zero beta CAPM, and the consumption-oriented CAPM when the riskless asset is not observed. The test of the respective hypothesis is similar in nature to the K-L CAPM and follows Gibbons (1982) . To test the traditional CAPM, the following market model is assumed to hold:
where � is the return on the market proxy and r f is the risk-free rate. The constraint that the Sharpe-Litner-Mossin CAPM imposes on the intercept of this market model is Alternatively, the test of both the zero beta CAPM and the consumption-oriented CAPM involve using the market model with returns used in lieu of excess returns:
For either of these CAPM versions to hold, the following parameter restriction on equation (8) is necessary:
where is the expected return on the portfolio which is uncorrected with the market proxy M. Alternatively, is the return on the risky surrogate for the riskless asset r f where > 0 and > r f because is risky. The test of the consumption-oriented CAPM is identical to the test of the zero beta CAPM except that the former test uses a fixed weight proxy (MCP) that has the maximum correlation with growth in aggregate consumption, while the latter test uses three value-weighted indexes as alternative market proxies. Unfortunately, the hypotheses associated with the various CAPMs are non-nested, and therefore it is difficult to actually Thus, incorrect conclusions on the sign of the risk premium for skewness = [ − ]/( + ) arise when the market risk premium is negative [ -] < 0. For the special case of a symmetrically distributed rate of return on the market portfolio, however, it is easy to verify that where ( ��� ) = is the change in average wealth given a change in the skewness of wealth. Consequently, the focus on whether is less than zero does not lead to incorrect conclusions regarding the sign of skewness when the estimated market premium is negative, that is, [ -] < 0.
determine which version of the CAPM holds. In addition to the non-nested nature of the hypotheses, we know that the K-L CAPM degenerates to a two-moment CAPM if systematic skewness is not priced so it follows that the K-L CAPM should hold if a two-moment CAPM holds.
The empirical analysis in the current study therefore focuses on the sign implied by capital market theory and on the t-statistics of the constraint associated with the intercept term in the restricted version of the appropriate single (multi) index model. In summary, The availability of quarterly time-series returns for CREFs dictates the time interval evaluated, although this time period does encompass both a period of high inflation and a period of low inflation. High inflation characterizes the period from 1979 to the end of 1981 in general, while low inflation is associated with the post-1981 period. A potential source of positive return bias prevalent in most real estate studies is thus absent in the present study. 8 All industries with continuous price and dividend data on a quarterly basis over the study period are used. The industry indices are value weighted and derived in an identical fashion to the S&P500.
Empirical tests: the multivariate approach

The market indexes.
Three value-weighted market proxies and one fixed-weight index are investigated given the criticisms of Roll (1977) that the particular index chosen as the market proxy might lead to different inferences about the traditional CAPM and the K-L CAPM. The first market index is the CRSP value-weighted stock return series which consists of all common stocks traded on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), American Stock Exchange (AMEX), and National Association of Security Dealers Automated Quotations (NASDAQ). Market proxy no. 2, known as the security market index (SMI), combines the CRSP value-weighted stock return series with returns on corporate bonds, government bonds, mortgage-backed bonds, and cash equivalents. The third value-weighted index, hereafter referred to as the U.S. market index (USMI), adds commercial real estate, farm real estate, and single-family homes to the SMI proxy. Both the returns on commercial real estate and farm real estate are adjusted for smoothing using the technique discussed in Firstenberg, Ross, and Zisler (1988) . A more detailed discussion of this smoothing adjustment procedure is given in Appendix D.
In addition to the three value-weighted indexes, a fixed-weight market proxy known as the Maximum Correlation Portfolio (MCP) is constructed using the same six asset classes used to create the USMI proxy. The MCP index is used to test whether the consumption-oriented CAPM (CCAPM) holds when the riskless asset is not observed. Breeden, Gibbons, and Litzenberger (1989) define the MCP as the portfolio that has the maximum correlation with growth in aggregate consumption and show that the beta on an asset measured relative to the MCP is equivalent to the consumption beta for that asset divided by the consumption beta of the MCP. The weights for the MCP are calculated by running a regression of real consumption growth per capital on real returns from six asset classes with consumption growth scaled by .9375 as in Breeden, Gibbons, and Litzenberger (1989) to adjust for summation bias. The data are mean adjusted prior to running the regression. To calculate real consumption growth per capita, quarterly expenditures on nondurable goods (GCN) and services (GCS), the CPI-U index (PUNEW), and the total noninstitutional civilian population (P16) are obtained from the CITIBASE tape. To ascertain how strong the tendency is for the real returns on the MCP to move with real consumption growth per capita, the following regression is run:
where the t-statistics are given in parentheses, * = .
( − ), and � is the sample mean of . The coefficient of determination reveals that the MCP tracks consumption growth fairly well since the correlation between these two series is .70. Table 1 reports the average weights used for each asset class in construing the USMI and MCP market proxies. The market values and underlying data sources used to construct the portfolio weights are discussed in Appendix B. Table 1 reveals that the MCP, in contrast to the USMI, places less weight on stocks, farm real estate, and single-family homes, and gives relatively more emphasis to cash and commercial real estate, as expected.
The sum of the asset submarkets does not represent the "true" U.S. market portfolio since assets such as human capital and consumer durables are omitted. A possibility also exists that some assets are overstated.
9 Despite these shortcomings, the asset classes included do comprise the most liquid and identifiable components of investable capital wealth. Table 2 reports the statistical properties associated with the quarterly returns for the three market proxies utilized. The returns 9 Double counting might arise since multiple financial claims on the same underlying asset are present. Examples of this include real estate and real estate mortgages and corporations that hold common stick of another corporation. The current study attempts to avoid the first type of double counting through using only the total equity value for various property types. Some types of double counting still remain, however, with the impact of omitted assets unknown. associated with each proxy are normal although some negative excess skewness exists.
Statistical properties of the market proxies.
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Normality of the return distribution for each market proxy is necessary in the current study since the version of the K-L CAPM tested assumes that a normal distribution is associated with the return on the market. Table 2 also reveals that the first four sample autocorrelations of the returns on the various market indexes are generally close to zero at all lags, with a high degree of correlation present among the returns on each proxy except for the correlation between the MCP and the other market proxies. This is not surprising since the MCP gives less weight to stocks and bonds in contrast to the other market proxies.
Details of test
The multivariate approach used in this study is similar to that of Gibbons (1982) and BaroneAdesi (1985) . Model estimation proceeds after the number of assets is first reduced to a smaller number of portfolios to increase the power of the tests and also to avoid a singular covariance matrix of residuals.
Nine mutually exclusive portfolios consisting of four portfolios of common stocks and five CREFs are constructed to test the CAPM and its various modifications. For all two moment CAPMs, the beta for each stock is first calculated using the single-index model. The resulting betas are next ranked in descending order of magnitude and then four quartiles are formed based on the rank-sorted betas. The stocks in each quartile are grouped into a portfolio. For tests of the K-L three-moment CAPM, assets are classified into portfolios with respect to the and coefficients as in Barone-Adesi (1985) . First, the and coefficients for each stock is estimated using the quadratic index model in equation (1). Next, the s are ranked in descending order of magnitude, and then the stocks corresponding to these rank-sorted s are split into two groups. Each of the two stock groups is next subdivided into two portfolios based on each stock's estimate with the s also ranked in descending order of magnitude. This results in four stock portfolios. Five CREFs are used for the real estate funds. Equally weighted stock portfolios are formed after the stocks are categorized into groups with the return computed for each portfolio. Each of the resulting portfolio return series is tested for the autocorrelation of a series.
To test the null hypothesis in equation (5) for the K-L CAPM (or, alternatively, equation (9) for the zero beta CAPM and CCAPM, and equation (7) for the traditional CAPM), two alternative sets of estimators associated with the system of nine regression equations (one equation per portfolio) are estimated using an iterative nonlinear seemingly unrelated regression (ITNLSUR) model. Like the generalized method of moments (GMM) that Lim (1989) uses, the ITNLSUR does not impose strong distributional assumptions on the asset returns.
11 This technique (c.f. Gallant, 1975 ) involves a one-step Gauss-Newton procedure. One set of parameters is estimated unconstrained using the model in equation (1) (or, alternatively, equation (10) for the traditional CAPM and equation (12) for either the zero beta CAPM or CCAPM) while the other set of parameters is restricted with the model in equation (4) (or, alternatively, equation (11) for the traditional CAPM and equation (13) for either the zero beta CAPM or CCAPM) used to estimate these restricted coefficients. Two likelihood ratio statistics (LRT), one based on the chi-square distribution and the other based on the F distribution, with a Jobson-Korkie (1982) adjustment for small sample size are used to compare the statistical "fit" of the constrained model in equation (4) [ (11), (13)] with that of the unconstrained model in equation (1) [ (10), (12)].
Since the CREF returns are based on appraised values, an AR(4) correction is used in the ITNLSUR estimation process to adjust for smoothing. Modeling CREF returns as an AR (4) process is equivalent to the smoothing correction procedure discussed in Firstenberg, Ross, and Zisler (1988) . The proof of this is shown in Appendix D. Table 3 reports on the statistical properties associated with the quarterly returns for the portfolios of stocks and CREFs grouped according to section 3.1. Table 3 shows that none of the CREF returns are normally distributed even after these returns are adjusted for smoothing. All CREFs exhibit positive excess skewness (except when CREF 2 is transformed) which is consistent with the findings of McCue (1984) . In addition to this, the returns on three of the five CREFs possess fourth order autocorrelation. The magnitude of these autocorrelations diminish when the CREF returns are transformed. Of interest is that one insurance-company-sponsored CREF (CREF 3) and one bank-sponsored CREF (CREF 5) exhibit no autocorrelation at any lag. By design, no CREF exhibits autocorrelation after a correction is made for smoothing. In contrast to this, most of the returns on stock portfolios are normally distributed except for the last stock fund (stock 4) associated with each market proxy. Besides this, the first four sample autocorrelations of the returns on the stock portfolios for each market proxy are generally close to zero at all lags. Table 3 also reveals that the returns and standard deviations on CREFs are lower than those for stocks, but the magnitude of total positive excess skewness is higher for CREFs relative to stocks.
Empirical results
However, this evidence does not imply that skewness is priced nor that skewness is responsible for the relative performance of real estate versus stocks since only total skewness and not systematic skewness is reported in Table 3 . The only way to ascertain if skewness is incorporated in the market pricing of assets is through the use of an equilibrium model such as the Kraus-Litzenberger (K-L) CAPM. Table 4 summarizes the results for the K-L CAPM as well as the results for alternative two-moment versions of the CAPM. Each model is tested over the period from the first quarter of 1979 to the fourth quarter of 1989 using nine portfolios. In the last two columns of Table 4 , the likelihood ratio tests (LRT) associated with the various CAPM hypotheses are reported. The chi-square and F statistics in Table 4 show that the restriction implied by each version of the CAPM is not rejected at reasonable significance levels (10 percent, 5 percent, or 1 percent). Therefore, our likelihood ratio tests (LRT) are unable to distinguish between the alternative versions of the CAPM. This is due in part to the smaller sample size used in our study (T = 44) compared to the impact of small sample sizes (T > 60) on the LRT statistics that Jobson and Korkie (1982) studied. In addition to this, it was noted earlier that acceptance of the two-moment CAPM also implies that the three-moment CAPM holds. However, it is interesting to note that the magnitude of both LRT statistics is the lowest for the K-L CAPM, followed by zero beta CAPM of Black, the consumption-oriented CAPM, and finally the traditional CAPM when the USMI proxy is used. We will therefore compare the alternative CAPM models based on the sign of the appropriate coefficient and corresponding t-statistic which each model should exhibit if the appropriate capital market theory holds.
The tests of the traditional CAPM in Table 4 reveals that the intercept term ( ) is significandy different from zero with respect to all three market proxies even though the magnitude of is close to zero which is contrary to that hypothesized if the traditional CAPM holds. In contrast to this, the parameter estimate in tests of the zero beta CAPM appear to be consistent with theory. Not only is significantly greater than zero but the return on the riskfree surrogate is also greater than the average return on the three month Treasury bill. This finding thus supports the results of Liu and associates (1990b) . The return data are also' consistent with the theory underlying the consumption-oriented CAPM when a riskless asset is not observed. Both > and > in real terms, thus substantiating the conjecture of Geltner (1989) that the CCAPM should hold for real estate data. In addition to the parameters having the correct sign for the preceding nonstandard two-moment CAPMs, the sign of the skewness parameter b 3 in the test of the K-L CAPM also conforms to the skewness theory that b 3 < 80 under the assumption of decreasing absolute risk aversion when equation (3) is the correct model. The parameter b 3 is negative and significant for all market proxies. Moreover, the magnitude of the risk premium associated with systematic skewness (b 3 ) increases as more asset classes are included in the market proxy. Specifically, b 3 takes on a more negative value as the SMI is substituted for the VWSTK and the USMI proxy replaces the SMI as the market proxy. The K-L CAPM results in Table 4 are also consistent with the observation made with respect to Table 3 that returns on CREFs are less than the returns on stocks because Table 4 shows that the average systematic co-skewness value, , for real estate is higher (less negative) than that for stocks except when a value-weighted stock market proxy is used. Consequently, if we compare mean excess returns and adjust only for systematic risk (beta) but neglect systematic co-skewness, it will appear that the risk-return relationship between real estate and stocks in incongruous. This incongruity arises because we are not recognizing that investors are satisfied with a lower mean excess return on real estate relative to stock given that positive portfolio coskewness or less negative co-skewness is desirable to investors (after adjusting for variance risks and assuming that the return on the market portfolio is normally distributed) and the magnitude of negative co-skewness is smaller for real estate compared to stocks.
The invariance in the sign and significance of the parameters across alternative market proxies in the aforementioned tests of the CAPM are in accord with the conclusions of Stambaugh (1982) . The fact that the skewness premium (b 3 ) is significant when the market proxy chosen consists of stocks and bonds (SMI) is in contrast to the finding in Friend and Westerfield (1980) that the premium for systematic skewness in quarterly stock returns is not significant when a value-weighted common stock and bond index is employed (see Table in in Friend and Westerfield, 1980, p. 905) . The results in this study also confirm the findings of previous studies (Kraus and Litzenberger, 1976; Barone-Adesi, 1985; Sears and Wei, 1988; and Lim, 1989 )-that skewness is priced when the market proxy chosen consists solely of stocks. The skewness premium b 3 for stocks in the current study is significant at the 5 percent level of significance when the VWSTK proxy is used.
Summary and conclusions
The current study investigates whether the recognition of systematic skewness can offer an alternative perspective as to why the risk-adjusted returns on real estate should be similar to that for stocks. This is not a trivial issue since an affirmative finding of systematic skewness implies that we are not considering an important ingredient in the measurement of real estate risk. It also suggests that the Firstenberg, Ross, and Zisler (1988) story on real estate might require a sequel, namely that three moments are important in the portfolio formation process. A multivariate test of the Kraus-Litzenberger model is used to investigate this positive coskewness proposition with the K-L CAPM tested against several alternative two moment versions of the CAPM. With respect to the Kraus-Litzenberger version of the CAPM, not only is the sign of the skewness parameter negative and significant but also the average systematic coskewness value for real estate is less negative than that for stocks in general. This evidence is consistent with our proposition that investors are satisfied with a lower mean excess return on real estate relative to stock given that positive portfolio co-skewness or less negative coskewness is desirable to investors and the magnitude of negative co-skewness is smaller for real estate compared to stocks. Since the K-L CAPM represents an alternative explanation to the zero beta CAPM, it is not surprising that both the zero beta CAPM and the consumptionoriented CAPM are also found to hold.
Several avenues for future research arise from this study. The first involves the extent to which systematic skewness might affect the mixed-asset portfolio allocation decision given our finding that systematic skewness is relevant in the pricing of CREF returns. Another issue not addressed in our study is whether this skewness persists over time. A final issue that remains for future research involves whether actual, transactions-based real estate returns are also positively skewed. The point is that we also need to adjust each independent variable for smoothing in the dependent variable prior to the estimation process: for example, use � * * rather than � in our regression model.
